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Individuals may well experience conflictual emotions about 
engaging with a particular task, which is damaging to their 
reflective autonomy and induces anxiety. Acknowledging these 
negative feelings establishes the legitimacy of such emotions, in 
order for them to be managed; Pantaloon states that it is essential 
for an individual to accept the reasons why they don’t want to 
engage in a behaviour, before moving on to consider why they do. 
A likely element of this process includes more than just the simple 
legitimization of negative feelings, but involves actual recognition. 
Pantaloon reports a core feature of his motivational technique 
known as ‘Instant Influence,’ by which participants become aware 
of the real reasons preventing them from acting. This allows 
individuals to liberate themselves from the grip of implicit inertia. 
Therefore, not only does the acknowledgement of negative feelings 
create a more calm and receptive mindset, but in addition it allows 
an individual_________________________________________. [3 ]

* legitimacy: ,   ** inertia: 

to approve of the feelings as they are①

to transform negative feelings into positive ones②

to justify the feelings by seeing the bright side③

④ to recognize the most genuine barriers to change
to facilitate the energy to overcome negative feelings⑤

Psychology is generally considered to be the science of 

mind, although more properly it is the science of mental states — 

thoughts, feelings, and acts of volition. It was formerly the   

custom of writers on the subject of psychology to begin by 

____________________________________________, before 

proceeding to a consideration of the subject of the various mental 

states and activities. More recent authorities have rebelled against 

this demand, and have claimed that it is no more reasonable to 

hold that psychology should be held to an explanation of the 

ultimate nature of mind than it is that physical science be held to 

an explanation of the ultimate nature of matter no actual — 

necessity exists for explanation in either case. Physics may 

explain the phenomena of matter, and psychology the phenomena 

of mind, without regard to the ultimate nature of the substance of 

either.

* volition: 

satisfying the ultimate psychological demand first

depending on their authoritative positions in the field

attempting to define and describe the nature of mind

investigating a clear definition of matter in the physics world

ruling out the possibility of establishing the ultimate nature of mind 

 An individual’s perception of risk is culturally determined. The view 

by the community in which the person lives, and the experience that 

the individual has of the hazard itself, are critical. The cultural ① 

environment is important because it provides the overall setting within 

which the risk is interpreted. For example, a person living in a very ② 

strong religious community may be more likely to view the hazard an 

unmanageable ‘act of God.’ Past experience is important because ③ 

people with personal knowledge of previous hazard events tend to have 

more accurate views regarding the probability of future occurrences. 

They also have difficulty in blending in with urban neighbors due ④ 

to the cultural differences. So, for example, people moving from ⑤ 

rural areas to live in urban slums on the margins of large cities may 

be more vulnerable to landslides because they are not aware of the 

threats such slopes pose.
취약한* vulnerable: 

  International maritime codes specify that more 
maneuverable vessels must keep out of the way of less 
maneuverable vessels. 

(A) Balloons, which are still less maneuverable than airplanes 
refueling other aircraft, have a higher priority right of way. 
Finally, aircraft in distress have the highest priority right of 
way of all, since an aircraft in distress is very difficult or 
impossible to control.

(B) The captains of more maneuverable vessels, such as 
power-driven boats, are responsible for avoiding less steerable 
vessels, such as sailing ships, and ships engaged in fishing, 
and vessels not under command. It is easier for powerboats to 
avoid hitting sailing ships than vice versa.

(C) Aviation codes are based on the same principle. The right of 
way of the sky ranks craft in order of the ease with which 
they can be controlled. Airplanes in normal operation, which 
are the most easily maneuvered aircraft, have the lowest 
priority in right of way. Airplanes refueling other aircraft, 
which are less easily maneuvered, have a greater right of way 
than airplanes in normal operation.

* maritime code: ** maneuverable: 
*** in distress: 

(A) ― (C) ― (B) (B) ― (A) ― (C) 

(B) ― (C) ― (A) (C) ― (A) ― (B) 

(C) ― (B) ― (A)


